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Bradshaw’s International Air Guide, No. 1, 1934
by Victor Isaacs

B

RADSHAW’S RAILWAY GUIDES to Britain
are well known. So too is Bradshaw’s Continental Railway Timetable.

Bradshaw also published an International Air Guide.
The first edition was published in November 1934.
The style is amazingly similar to the Bradshaw Rail
Guides. This first edition is very evocative of another
age of travel, and, in particular of the very early period of development of air travel [cover and title page,
right].
A large proportion of the timetables in the first edition are merely “skeleton” timetables, that is, they
give the names and mileages of the ports, but no services are shown. Instead a sub-heading says “Service
suspended during Winter”. This reflects the then low
demand for air travel, which in 1934 was very expensive and in a period of immense financial stress. It
equally reflects the early development of aviation
when aircraft were not so sturdy for a European winter. However, one must therefore wonder about the
motives of the Bradshaw Company in publishing
their first edition of the Air Guide right at the start of
the Northern Winter. Perhaps this was a deliberate
ploy to ease themselves gradually into the compilation of the timetable.
The Guide – as one would expect in a British production – has a comprehensive coverage of aviation
services in Britain. It has what appears to be comprehensive coverage of services on the continent of Europe. There are some services across the Mediterranean to North Africa. There are only five intercontinental services – three to the Far East, one to Africa
and one across the South Atlantic to South America
by Zeppelin. There are no services shown across the
North Atlantic, because there then were none. In the
period there were many air services within North
America, but this area is completely ignored in the
inaugural edition of Bradshaw’s Air Guide. There are
also no internal African services (with one small
exception), no South or Central American or Caribbean services and no Australasian services whatsoever.
The Guide contains a number of advertisements,
mostly for hotels, of which most are in Britain.
After the index, there is a section entitled
“Information for Travellers”. One paragraph reads:
“Personal Hints
The cabins of the air-liners are enclosed and heated,
therefore no special clothing is required, similar
clothing to that worn for rail or boat travel being
sufficient.”
The first tables show the internal UK services of
Railway Air Services. This is the air company established jointly by the four big mainline railway companies. It mainly concentrated on where water impeded or prevented railway travel, such as across the
Severn River estuary from SW England to Wales, to
the Isle of Wight, and, in particular to Northern Ire-
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land. Many of the Town Termini for
Railway Air Services were at mainline
railway stations. Railway Air Services
is one of the corporate predecessors of
today’s British Airways.
The Guide’s first timetable (below
left) shows RAS’ service from London
to Liverpool to Belfast. Manchester
and Glasgow are also included in the
table but with no services shown
against these places. There was one
plane a day on weekdays only.

The next three tables in theory showed
more RAS services, but in fact all tables are empty as services were
“Suspended during Winter”. Tables 2
& 3: “Empty” RAS timetables are
shown below, right.
Tables 10 and 11 (top of page 5- Table
11 has been rotated) were of services
by Jersey Airways to the Channel Island of Jersey. What is unique about
these is that the service varied day by
day.

From timetable no. 27 the Guide
moved on to “Continental Services”.
There were three operators on the London-Paris route, the most shown for
any route. These were Imperial Airways, Air France and Hillman’s Airways. However, there was still a total
service on weekdays of only seven
flights between them – fewer on weekends. Our page 6 shows some of the
services across the Channel / La
Manche

Railway Air Services DH.89 Dragon Rapide G-ACPR at Manchester
(Ringway) Airport in 1938
Railway Air Services (RAS) was a
British airline formed in March
1934 by four railway companies
and Imperial Airways. The airline
was a domestic airline operating
routes within the United Kingdom
linking up with Imperial's services.
The railways were the "big four":
London Midland & Scottish, London & North Eastern, Great Western Railway and Southern Railway.

4
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KLM of the Netherlands just edges out
Qantas as the oldest airline in the
world. Its services in this Guide even
includes flights (three a day) between
Amsterdam and Rotterdam, against a
frequent trains service and of a mere
35 miles! The KLM AmsterdamRotterdam flights appear in Table 90,
on our page 7.
To Saarbrucken Airport by Tram.
The most prolific operator in Europe is
DLH, that is Deutsche Lufthansa. In
Saarbrucken and also in Bremen the
connection from its Town Terminus to
the Airport is shown as being by
Tram! This service is shown in Table
115 and appears on our page 8.
The Italians seem to have been particularly keen to connect their possessions – some contentiously obtained
after the Great War - by air services.
Our page 9 shows Italian air services
across the Adriatic Sea (Table 187).
On the opposite page are interesting
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early services in Eastern Europe.
Now, to what is perhaps more interesting: the genesis of intercontinental air
services. The first such timetable
shown is of Imperial Airways’ service
from Britain to South Africa (Table
237 shown in the top half of our page
10). It operated just once a week. It
travelled via France and Italy before
flying across Africa. There were no
night flights. What appears most peculiar to me is that the first night outbound, or last night homebound, was
in fact spent on the train from Paris to
Brindisi or vice versa. After that overnight halts were made at Cairo, Juba,
Nairobi, Mbeya, Salisbury and Johannesburg. The full journey took nine

6
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days. Imperial Airways’ Africa service
had commenced in April 1932.
Imperial Airways operated a similar
style of service from London to Singapore. This also operated just once a
week. The journey took eight days.
The timetable for the first legs of the
route, from London to Cairo, was
identical to the timetable for their Capetown service, except that it was on a
different days of the week. This included the overnight train segment
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from Paris to Brindisi or v.v There
were then overnight stops at Cairo,
Baghdad, Sharjah, Jodhpur, Calcutta
and Bangkok. Imperial Airways services, firstly to Karachi (to connect
with the Indian railway system), were
gradually extended across India and
then further. Their service reached
Singapore from December 1933. From
December 1934, the month after this
Guide is dated, QANTAS commenced
a connecting service from Singapore

to Brisbane.
(Table not shown here)
Air France too operated a weekly service from the “home” country to the
colonial outpost in the east – from
Paris to Saigon. This occupied nine
days. Most of the overnight stops were
at the same places. Bradshaw’s Guide
showed the days of operation, but no
times (bottom half, our page 10).

7

Air France had come into existence in October 1933 by the amalgamation of various
French aviation companies. This was not
long before this Guide was published.
The third service shown in the Guide to the
“Far East” was the Dutch service, notwithstanding the fact that this was the first one to
be established. This was a combined service
(Continued on page 9)

If you’re going to London today
Fly Lufthansa– ve know der way!

8
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(Continued from page 8)

by KLM (Royal Flying Company) and
KNILM (Royal Netherlands Indies
Flying Company). Again the Guide
showed the days of operation, but no
times (our page 11, upper). The Dutch
service to the Far East was the first to
(Continued on page 12)
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be established. It dated from September 1929. Locations in this timetable
are the closest that the Guide got to
Australia.
Now finally to what is the most interesting timetable in the Guide. Or rather what would have been the most
interesting timetable, because this is
only a skeleton timetable with no details of times, or even of days shown.
[some timetables do exist, however.

One is shown on our page 2, but it is
difficult to interpret– Ed] This final
timetable (lower illustrations, our page
11, also our front cover) is of the German Zeppelin service from Berlin to
Buenos Aires, Argentina. The notes to
this timetable indicate various special
conditions. The Zeppelin service from
Germany to South America lasted
from May 1930 to 1936, when the
crash of the “Hindenburg” in the US

halted interest in travel by Zeppelin.
Conclusion
The November 1934 edition of Bradshaw’s Air Guide has recently been
republished by Old House Books, P O
Box 883, Oxford, OX1 9PL, UK,
www.oldhousebooks.co.uk

“How railroad men time trains”

E

VERY RAILROAD ISSUES
two timetables whenever the run-

ning time of trains is changed, one
table for the public and one for the guidance
of the engineers and the trainmen. The main
difference between the two is that the
schedule for the employees contains the
time of every train at every station on its
route, whereas the schedule for the public
only gives time at places where the train
stops. Dots and daggers and letters along
side of the time figures explain to the engineer and conductor at what points and why
he is to stop. The absence of these show
that the train is not to stop at all. There is
naturally nothing about the conduct of a
railroad on which more time and care are
spent that these time tables and the growth of
railroading between the period not many years
ago when the Philadelphia express was
held at Newark or elsewhere for some
regular passenger who had been belated and
the present time when that trains that run distances of 500 miles can be relied on to be at
any point on their route on scheduled time,
is shown most clearly in the equal growth of
the time table. The half minute appears for the
first time in the schedule about to be issued for
the New York Division of the Pennsylvania
Railroad. Minutes have been fine enough
divisions of time before. It is explained that
the half minute has forced itself into recognition. Modern railroading is so fast, stations have grown so close together and the
movement of trains has become so regular
that this fine division of time not only can be
but has to be made. Nothing greater than half
a minute will apply to a train running at the
rate of 60 miles per hour between New
Brunswick and East Brunswick, which are
just a half a mile apart.
The time table in question has many other
new features. It is to govern the movements
of 226 passenger trains every day. It is no
longer an unhandy chart three feet long by two
feet wide, like its predecessors, but a thin
narrow book, such as some other railroads
long ago saw the wisdom of issuing. Its novel
features are that its type is kept standing and
when any trains time is changed, instead of the
change being published, as has always been
done, on a separate sheet, apt to be mislaid
or lost, the page on which it occurs will
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be corrected and reprinted, to be pasted
into all the books by a man whose special
duty that will be, and who will stamp the back
of each corrected book before returning it. The
Sunday trains are on yellow leaves, to distinguish them from the others, which are on
white paper. Bound with the timetable is a
collection of diagrams showing the position of
the tracks and signals at the principal junctions and points where the switches are
complicated. It is said that engineers learn
by heart the switches on certain tracks upon
which they are accustomed to run and master
thoroughly the switches governing those, but
they are thoroughly at sea when, by reason
of a blockage caused by a wreck or other irregularity, they receive telegraphic
orders to take some track they are not used to.
The diagrams give them the fullest information by means of a picture which admits
of no misunderstanding.
Heretofore when a special train was to
start, a calculation about what speed it was to
run at was made, according to the condition of
the road at the time warranted. If it was at
night when the road is lined with freight
trains, a high rate of speed was not considered as safe again as in the daylight, but
whenever it was the engineer received his
orders to run at the rate determined upon. If
he happened to be a very intelligent and self
possessed man, used to irregular performances, he. would keep an even rate of speed, but
the chances were great that he would run like
lightening half the time, then loaf the rest of
the way. In all cases the fact that he was coming would have been telegraphed ahead all over
the line and every freight engineer along the line
would be uneasy and anxious to seek a siding
until the extra rumbled by and the danger
past. The signalmen and operators in the
dispatcher's office were also on tenterhooks
trying to determine his whereabouts and the
time of his arrival at the points ahead. Now,
with the new schedule, all are to be informed
that an extra leaving at such a rate, and every man interested can satisfy himself by
a reference to the tables just where an extra
is or will be at any given moment. In cases
where a train from the west had two, three or
four hours, as is sometimes the case when a
wreck blocks the road, it is to be annulled by telegraph. The schedule is to be

of use again in governing the trains run as
second sections of regular trains. Now they
are indicated by a flag carried ahead of the
engine on the regular, but that entails their
being run on the same time, which may be
faster than is necessary. Hereafter they will
be run on one of the new schedules, and
announced ahead over the wires. Railroad
men who have considered this invention say
that it is a wonder that a railroad could ever
have been run without them. A railroad man
who was trying to think up all possible uses of
the new schedule, said that there is a millionaire cattle dealer in Princeton who
frequently orders a special train, as well as a
young New Yorker who engages one whenever he is on a lark.
"He always has a friend with him," said he,
"and he seems to think that the thing to do is
to have a train all to himself. The other day he
came-it was the third or fourth time-and said
he wanted to go to Philadelphia As quick
as possible. He was told it would cost him
$150. We said he could have a car all to
himself to any point in any regular train for
eighteen regular fares, but he wanted a train
and didn't mind the expense. He started at
sixty miles an hour, When he got to Trenton he called the conductor and told him he
had been trying to think why he wanted to go
to Philadelphia and could not make out why
it was. He said he thought he'd go back to
New York. In that case the new schedule
would have been a blessing."
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“Making a railroad timetable”

T

RAVELERS WHO CONSULT THE

ever-handy timetable as to the arrival or departure of the particular train
that is to carry them either going or coming,
probably never give a thought as to the
manner in which a modern timetable is made
up. To the uninitiated it is a Chinese puzzle,
and even those well versed in its mysteries
often become confused. How are timetables
made? What is the procedure in determining the speed of a train and the exact time
and place it shall meet another train? The
answer to these questions is to be
found in the "Chartroom."
The chartroom is usually in some quiet corner of the general offices of a railway company, and for weeks at a time is locked.
But every nows and then the word goes forth
that the schedule is to be shortened or lengthened, new trains to be put on, or some change
made that necessitates the revision of the
time card. Then, from distant points on
the system, the division superintendents
gather for a conference with the heads of
the passenger and freight departments in
order to learn the most desirable time fort
trains to arrive and depart from terminals.
With this information they retire to the
chartroom, where there is a separate chart for
each district.

ly to the right. Eastbound trains start at the
bottom and run upward and diagonally to
the right. Whenever these threads cross a
meeting point is indicated, and if this crossing
of the threads is between station lines, it is
necessary to adjust the time on each train, so
that the meeting point will be at the most convenient station. This is done holding by holding the lines crossed at station with a pin. Of
course, on double tracks these meeting points
are not necessary.

grade and track conditions, and

After the chart has been strung, a former issue
of the time card with pen and ink, is brought
into use and the superintendent begins at
original terminal, looks at the station line,
and whenever any string representing a
train crosses this station line, he notes the
time as shown on the proof of the time card.
One train at a time is read from start to finish, after they have all been checked, they
are rechecked to see that all meeting points
are properly made and noted on proof, after
which the timetable is ready for the printer.
To make a successful time card a superintendent must be perfectly familiar with the

The charts are white boards about six feet
wide and from two to five feet high. The
names of the stations, accurately scaled, are
printed on the board at the side, and from the
top of the board many colored strings dangle, more suggestive of a parlor game than
a tool for laying out the path of traffic and
commerce.
The superintendents confer regarding the
time at junction points on connecting trains
and then work out the schedule on intermediate
points on a chart of his division.
Horizontally the chart shows twelve midnight on the left side, and there is a line
extending across the chart for each five
minutes from that time until the full twentyfour hours have been shown. For convenience each third line, representing a period of
fifteen minutes, is in a different color.
Superintendents are supplied with varicolored
silk thread, pins and a tack hammer. Red is
used to designate a passenger train, green
is for a second class or freight train, black is
for a third-class or local freight train.
Whenever a train is scheduled out of a
terminal at a certain hour, a pin is driven at
the intersection of the station line and the
hour line - this being the beginning - and
such other times at various stations as may
be desired are determined are determined by
drawing the thread over the board to meet
the intersection of the various station and
hour lines at the proper times. Where necessary tacks are driven to keep the thread on
the proper schedule.
Westbound trains run down and diagonal-
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Buses in Sydney – Timetables of Yesteryear.
1. Route 145: Maroubra Beach – Central Railway
By ROBERT HENDERSON

T

HIS IS THE FIRST OF A
series of short articles about
old bus timetables around Syd-

ney.
Background: I acquir ed this timetable in a recent ATA auction. It is dated
22 January 1927. It shows a bus route
between Maroubra Beach and Central
Railway.
After the Little Bay, later La Perouse,
tram line was opened along Anzac
Parade through what is now Maroubra
Junction in 1901, houses and a shopping centre grew around that tram line.
It was not until the 1920s that growth
moved from there towards the beach,
as the Government released Crown
land for settlement. Maroubra’s large
beach then became more popular. This
caused the tram to be extended there in
1921 and our Route 145 bus probably
started in 1924.
Timetable: The for mat of the timetable is typical of many routes at the
time, where the same timetable applied
seven days a week, except that, as can
be seen, weekend and Public Holiday
trips started at 6.53am rather than
6.03am on weekdays. The route between Maroubra Beach to Maroubra
Junction provided a reasonable degree
of competition with what was then
known as the Maroubra Bay tram line.
Between Maroubra Junction and the
City, Route 145 competed directly
with City tram services from both
Maroubra Bay and La Perouse (and
other tram routes as it came closer to
the City).
The timing point “Cleveland Street
Junction” means the intersection of
Anzac Parade and Cleveland Street,
Moore Park, which curiously the tramway authorities referred to as Anzac
Parade Junction. “Raleigh Park” in one
of the notes in the timetable refers to
the WD & HO Wills tobacco factory
in Todman Avenue, Kensington.

from the times leaving Central Railway.

Note the typographical error in the last
four lines of the timetable in which the
digit “1” appears to have been omitted

Government Gazettes of the 1920s laid
down both the route and running times
of private bus routes. The Gazette dat-

14

ed 15 October 1926 specifies some
different running times than those actually displayed in the timetable.
Whereas the timetable shows the running time from Maroubra Beach to
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Maroubra Junction as seven minutes,
the Gazette showed it as nine minutes.
Similarly between Maroubra Junction
and Gardeners Road, the timetable
shows seven and the Gazette nine
minutes. Examples of bureaucracy
being out of step with reality?
Operator: The Doncaster & Rosebery White Transit Co, 28 Botany
Road, Mascot, owned by T Stalker &
W Langford. It was renamed South
Sydney Bus Co from September 1927.
The Company also operated at least
these other routes in the same vicinity:
130 Maroubra Junction – Central
Railway
131 Long Bay (now Malabar) –
Central Railway via Bunnerong
Road & Darlinghurst
132 Wilson Street, Botany – Central Railway via Maloney Street,
Eastern & Day Avenues
133 Kensington – Central Railway via Darlinghurst (appears to
have been a short-working of
132), but by 1931 extended to
Mascot Aerodrome
146 Mascot – Brighton-le-Sands
237 Mascot – Central Railway via
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Gardeners Road & Darlinghurst,
but by 1929 extended to Brighton
-le-Sands (below)
All these routes competed to a greater
or lesser extent with tram lines and so
ceased on 31 October 1931, when the
State Transport (Co-ordination) Act
was passed, which imposed a prohibitive tax on private bus routes that were
competitive with tram routes or railway lines. Routes 131, 145 and 237
were soon after partly reinstated as
feeder routes to tram lines. But Route
145 had by then been transferred to M
Jones, who, not long after 31 October
1931, was authorised to run it as a
feeder from Maroubra Beach to
Maroubra Junction, where passengers
would have had to change between bus
and tram to travel to or from the City –
and pay a separate fare on each mode.
Route: The r oute between Mar oubra Beach to Maroubra Junction both
before and after 1931 was along
Maroubra Bay Road. Before October
1931, when Route 145 buses ran into
the City, they operated from Maroubra
Junction via Anzac Parade, Flinders
Street, Oxford Street, Liverpool Street,
Elizabeth Street and Eddy Avenue to
Central Railway. This part of the route
totally followed tram lines. As authorised as a feeder, it was presumably no

longer regarded as being in competition with the tram line, which was
mainly located several blocks to the
south, along easier grades than Maroubra Bay Road.
Later history of Route 145: The
route was transferred from Mr Jones to
the Department of Government
Transport (DGT) on 10 August 1952,
at the same time as the Department
also took over another nearby private
operator’s Route 138 between Kensington and both Botany Cemetery and
Botany Town Hall. Under the DGT
Route 145 was renumbered 396, in
accordance with the geographical system that then applied only to Government bus routes. When the last of Sydney’s trams from the Circular Quay
and the Railway to Maroubra Beach
and La Perouse were replaced by buses on 25 February 1961, the bus routes
replacing the Maroubra JunctionMaroubra Beach section of tram line
were rerouted via Maroubra Bay Road
instead of the more circuitous tram
line. The replacing bus routes were
numbered 395 from the Railway and
396 from Circular Quay and remain as
such to this day.
PS: The timetable’s printer is, to the
best of my knowledge, no relation.
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Langi Logan
Letter from ALBERT ISAACS

T

HE JANUARY 2014
edition of The Times was

particularly interesting! In
your article “Going for gold on the
VR” you talk about worker’s train
for miners and you say: “There appears to have been only one such
service in Victoria… ”
There was also a similar service for
mine workers Langi Longan-Ararat.
Langi Logan is 7.5 km from Ararat
on the Adelaide-Ararat-Melbourne/
Portland line. One can still see the
mullock heaps from the old mine
when one passes Langi Logan on
the Overland.
There is very little on the internet
about this service other than a message from a Railpage correspondent
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that really does no more than confirm the existence of the service: (http://www.railpage.com.au/f
-t11358235-s15.htm).
However,
Geoff Lambert has reminded me
that during my editorship of The
Times, in March 1985 to be exact, I
wrote an article, “This train is
MINE”, which dealt with the Langi
Logan service and that was based on
some quickly-issued S notices from
August 1916.
So, once again The Times is able to
provide research into a subject that
no-one else knows much about! I
would love to hear from anyone
who can add to my very patchy information.

Editor’s Note: I too was convinced that I had this TT in my collection, but could not find it. However, almost at “press time”, a
search of The Times Cumulative
Index revealed Albert’s original
article.
I had almost forgotten that one of
Albert’s pet projects was the Cumulative Index to The Times. I digitised the Index many years ago and
this incident has prompted me to
bring it up to date. There have been
2,800 articles by some 280 authors.
The index will be available in a
future Distribution List as an Excel
or PDF document
-Geoff Lambert
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